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ABOUT BRIMBANK MELTON COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE AND COMMUNITY PLUS
Brimbank Melton Community Legal Centre (BMCLC) is the legal program of Comm Unity Plus
Services Ltd (commUnity Plus), a multi-disciplinary organisation providing family, education,
legal and neighbourhood house programs to disadvantaged and vulnerable members of the
community in Victoria.
BMCLC provides free legal services to one of the fastest growing and most culturally diverse
regions in Victoria, across the Brimbank, Melton and Bacchus Marsh communities. We have a
number of different legal services, clinics and outreaches, including:
-

Generalist and Family Law clinics in Melton, St Albans and via phone;

-

Family Violence Intervention Order duty lawyer services at Sunshine and Bacchus Marsh
Magistrates’ Courts, primarily for victim-survivors;

-

The Early Resolution Service, providing pre-court advice and negotiation assistance in
family violence intervention order matters at Sunshine Magistrates’ Court, primarily for
victim-survivors;

-

Health Justice Partnerships located at Sunshine Hospital and Melton Health & Community
Services; and

-

A Vietnamese Lawyer project, providing Vietnamese language legal assistance to this
large CALD community.

Relevant to the Inquiry, we prioritise assistance and casework for victim-survivors of family
violence, and commonly act in intervention order and criminal matters where the victimsurvivor has been mis-identified as the perpetrator of family violence. This is an issue that has
become increasingly prominent in our work and is a major focus of our submission.
We also assist clients in a wide range of Magistrates’ Court criminal matters, predominately
assisting vulnerable clients with negotiating with police; seeking diversion; and court
representation. However, resourcing means we are often constrained in our ability to provide
court representation in criminal matters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The BMCLC and commUnity Plus thank the Legal and Social Issues Committee for providing us
with the opportunity to contribute to the Inquiry into Victoria’s Criminal Justice System (the
Inquiry).
We have prepared this submission based on our experiences working at the coal face of
Victoria’s criminal justice system. Through our work, we see the many ways in which our current
criminal justice system lets down the most vulnerable members of our society. We hope that
our submission, particularly the deidentified client stories that we have included, will help guide
the Inquiry in its recommendations and can help contribute to a fairer and more just criminal
justice system for Victoria.
We acknowledge the Wurundjeri People of the Kulin Nation, the traditional owners of the
unceded land on which we work, and pay respect to their elders past and present.
This submission was prepared by Martin Ha, Cameron Bloye, Amelia Morris and Lachlan Tom.

2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our submission specifically addresses points 1 and 2 of the Inquiry’s Terms of Reference. We
also note that the Inquiry is not limited to the listed items in the Terms of Refences, and we have
also raised a number of other issues with Victoria’s Criminal Justice System that we believe are
important for this Inquiry to consider.
Our recommendations focus on a prevention-focused approach to dealing with many issues
in the Victorian criminal justice system, which would help address issues at the earliest possible
stage and prevent the many negative downstream effects that we see in our current criminal
justice system.
Our submission encourages the Inquiry to consider:
-

The impact of misidentification of victim-survivors of family violence, and how this can lead
to the criminalisation of women and the inadvertent collusion by the criminal justice
system with the perpetrators of family violence, reinforcing the harm and trauma caused
by family violence;

-

The way in which the criminal justice system fails to properly respond to victim-survivors of
family violence, and how better and earlier interventions could prevent further harm to
victim-survivors of family violence;

-

The links between disadvantage and crime, and the need for a justice re-investment
approach by government, to seek to prevent criminal offending by addressing the root
causes;

-

The important role of Community Legal Centres in the criminal justice system, and the
need for additional and more secure funding;

-

The current barriers to diversion programs in the Magistrates’ Court, which are offered
inconsistently and are not accessible to many people in circumstances where they could
be greatly beneficial;

-

How our current criminal justice system is leading to unsustainable and harmful growing
incarceration rates of vulnerable Victorians, including women and first nations people;
and

-

How a criminal law response to youth offending fails to help young Victorians and fails to
address the root causes of their offending.
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS
We submit that the Inquiry should make the following recommendations to the Victorian
Government:
1. All Victoria Police uniform officers should be provided with additional external family
violence training, focusing on how to identify the primary perpetrator of family violence.
2. A formal and transparent family violence case review process is introduced into Victoria
Police systems and practices, to review all family violence intervention order applications
and criminal prosecutions against victim-survivors.
3. Additional trauma-informed practice training for all police officers that are required to work
with victim-survivors of family violence, including officers who perform callouts to family
violence incidents.
4. Funding should be provided for family violence support workers to attend callouts
alongside police.
5. Clear, publicly accessible, and enforceable guidelines are made governing when Victoria
Police will pursue criminal charges against a victim-survivor, or when they will be withdrawn
on public interest grounds.
6. Victoria Police and Magistrates are required to actively consider diversion for all family
violence related criminal offences, where the accused is shown to be the victim-survivor
and where withdrawal is not appropriate.
7. The Victorian Government pursue a broad ‘Justice Re-Investment’ strategy, with money
diverted away from law enforcement and prisons and instead invested in addressing the
social and economic contributors to criminal offending.
8. The Victorian Government should commit additional long-term core funding to
Community Legal Centres focusing on early intervention for vulnerable clients involved in
the criminal justice system.
9. The Victorian Government should introduce legislation to ensure fair and equal access to
diversion programs.
10. The Victorian Government should make urgent reform to bail and sentencing laws to
reduce incarceration rates.
11. Specialist and therapeutic court lists be expanded and made available to people
appearing in all Victorian Magistrates’ Court locations.
12. Raise the Age of Criminal Responsibility from 10 to 14.
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